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Abstract

Text style transfer (TST) without parallel data001
has achieved some practical success. How-002
ever, most of the existing unsupervised text003
style transfer methods suffer from (i) requiring004
massive amounts of nonparallel data to guide005
transferring different text styles. (ii) colos-006
sal performance degradation when fine-tuning007
the model in new domains. In this work, we008
propose DAML-ATM(Domain Adaptive Meta-009
Learning with Adversarial Transfer Model),010
which consists of two parts, DAML and011
ATM. DAML is a domain adaptive meta-012
learning approach to refine general knowledge013
in multi-heterogeneous source domains, capa-014
ble of adapting to new unseen domains with015
a small amount of data. Moreover, we pro-016
pose a new unsupervised TST approach Ad-017
versarial Transfer Model (ATM), composed of018
a sequence-to-sequence pre-trained language019
model and uses adversarial style training for020
better content preservation and style transfer.021
Results on multi-domain datasets demonstrate022
that our approach generalizes well on unseen023
low-resource domains, achieving state-of-the-024
art results against ten-strong baselines.025

1 Introduction026

Text style transfer (TST) aims to change the style027

of the input text and keep its content unchanged,028

which has been applied successfully to text formal-029

ization (Jain et al., 2019) , text rewriting (Nikolov030

and Hahnloser, 2018) , personalized dialogue gen-031

eration (Niu and Bansal, 2018) and other stylized032

text generation tasks (Gao et al., 2019; Cao et al.,033

2020; Syed et al., 2020).034

Text style transfer has been explored as a035

sequence-to-sequence learning task using parallel036

datasets (Jhamtani et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2020b;037

Pryzant et al., 2020). However, parallel datasets are038

difficult to obtain due to expensive manual annota-039

tion. The recent surge of deep generative methods040

(Hu et al., 2017a; Zhao et al., 2017; Li et al., 2018)041

has spurred progress in text style transfer without 042

parallel data. However, these methods typically 043

require large amounts of nonparallel data and not 044

perform well in low-resource domain scenarios. 045

One typical method is to resort to massive data 046

from different domains, which has been studied 047

as an effective solution to address the above data 048

insufficiency issue (Glorot et al., 2011; Wang et al., 049

2017). However, directly leveraging large amounts 050

of data from other domains for the TST task is 051

problematic due to the differences in data distribu- 052

tion over different domains, as different domains 053

usually use their domain-specific lexica (Li et al., 054

2019a). For instance, fine-tuning a TST model 055

trained on a high-resource movie-related domain 056

to a low-resource restaurant-related domain can 057

get us unreasonable sentences like "the food is dra- 058

matic." The sentiment word "dramatic" is weird to 059

comment on the food but suitable for a movie. 060

In this work, we tackle the problem of domain 061

adaptation in the scenarios where the target domain 062

data is scarce and misaligned with the distribution 063

in the source domain. Recently, model-agnostic 064

meta-learning (MAML) has received resurgence 065

in the context of few-shot learning scenario (Lin 066

et al., 2019; Gu et al., 2018; Nooralahzadeh et al., 067

2020). Inspired by the essence of MAML (Finn 068

et al., 2017), we propose a new meta-learning train- 069

ing strategy named domain adaptive meta-learning 070

(DAML). Unlike MAML, DAML adopts a do- 071

main adaptive approach to construct meta tasks 072

that would be more suitable to learn a robust and 073

generalized initialization for low-resource TST do- 074

main adaption. 075

With the DAML strategy, we design a TST 076

model for each domain. Usually, if a TST model 077

tries to decouple style information from the seman- 078

tics of a text, it tends to produce content loss during 079

style transfer (Hu et al., 2017b; Dai et al., 2019; 080

Carlson et al., 2018). Thus, we propose a new 081

style transfer model ATM, which is composed of a 082
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sequence-to-sequence pre-trained language model083

combined with adversarial style training for style084

transfer. In this way, ATM can better preserve the085

content information without disentangling content086

and style in the latent space.087

Combining DAML and ATM, in this paper, we088

propose the method named DAML-ATM, which089

extends traditional meta-learning to a domain adap-090

tive method combined with a sequence-to-sequence091

style transfer model. DAML contains two alter-092

nating phases. During the meta-training phase, a093

series of meta-tasks are constructed from a large094

pool of source domains for balanced absorption of095

general knowledge, resulting in a domain-specific096

temporary model. In the meta validation stage, the097

temporary model is evaluated on the meta valida-098

tion set to minimize domain differences and realize099

meta knowledge transfer across different domains.100

In ATM, a pre-training language model based TST101

model is used to improve text content retention.102

Moreover, we propose a two-stage training algo-103

rithm to combine the DAML training method and104

ATM model better.105

In summary, the main contributions in this paper106

are three-fold: (i) We propose a new unsupervised107

TST model, which achieves SOTA performance108

without disentangling content and style latent rep-109

resentations compared to other models. (ii) We110

extend the traditional meta-learning strategy to the111

domain adaptive meta transfer method, effectively112

alleviating the domain adaption problem in TST.113

(iii) We propose a two-stage training algorithm to114

train DAML-ATM, achieving state-of-the-art per-115

formance against multiple strong baselines.116

2 Related Work117

2.1 Text Style Transfer118

Text style transfer based on deep learning has been119

extensively studied in recent years. A typical pat-120

tern is first to separate the latent space as content121

and style features, then adjust the style-related fea-122

tures and generate stylistic sentences through the123

decoder. (Hu et al., 2017a; Fu et al., 2017; Li et al.,124

2019a)assume that appropriate style regularization125

can achieve the separation. Style regularization126

may be implemented as an adversarial discrimi-127

nator or style classifier in an automatic encoding128

process. However, these style transfer paradigms129

use large amounts of annotation data to train mod-130

els for specific tasks. If we already have a model131

for a similar task, it is unreasonable to need many132

data still to train the model from scratch. 133

On the other hand, some of the previous work 134

learned to do TST without manipulating the style of 135

the generated sentence based on this learned latent 136

space. (Dai et al., 2019)use the transformer archi- 137

tecture language model to introduce attention mech- 138

anism, but they do not make full use of the prior 139

knowledge of sequence to sequence pre-trained 140

language model, such as Bart (Lewis et al., 2019) 141

and T5 (Raffel et al., 2019), which have made sig- 142

nificant progress in text generation tasks. In this 143

paper, we proposed the DAML training method to 144

solve the domain shift problem in TST and pro- 145

posed a new TST model architecture named ATM, 146

which makes no assumption about the latent repre- 147

sentation of source sentence and takes the proven 148

sequence-to-sequence pre-trained language model. 149

2.2 Domain adaptation 150

Domain adaptation has been studied in various nat- 151

ural language processing tasks (Glorot et al., 2011; 152

Qian and Yu, 2019; Wang et al., 2017). However, 153

there is no recent work about domain adaptation 154

for a TST, except DAST (Li et al., 2019a). DAST is 155

a semi-supervised learning method that adapts do- 156

main vectors to adapt models learned from multiple 157

source domains to a new target domain via domain 158

discriminator. Different From DAST, we propose 159

to combine meta-learning and adversarial networks 160

to achieve similar domain adaption ability, and our 161

model exceeds the performance of DAST without 162

domain discriminator. Although there are some 163

methods perform well in few shot data transfer (Ri- 164

ley et al., 2021; Krishna et al., 2021), these methods 165

discuss completely new text style transfer, while 166

we focus on the domain adaptation issue. 167

2.3 Model-Agnostic Meta-Learning 168

Model-agnostic meta-learning (MAML) (Finn 169

et al., 2017) provides a general method to adapt 170

to parameters in different domains. MAML solves 171

few-shot learning problems by learning a good pa- 172

rameter initialization. During testing, such initial- 173

ization can be fine-tuned through a few gradient 174

steps, using a limited number of training examples 175

in the target domain. Although there have been 176

some researches (Qian and Yu, 2019; Li et al., 2020; 177

Wu et al., 2020) on MAML in natural language 178

processing, it is still scarce compared to computer 179

vision. Unlike the above research on classification 180

under few-shot learning, our research focuses on 181

text style transfer based on text generation. In this 182
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paper, we seek a new meta-learning strategy com-183

bined with adversarial networks, which is more184

suitable for encouraging robust domain representa-185

tion. As far as we know, we are the first to adopt186

meta-learning in the domain adaptation problem of187

text style transfer tasks.188

3 Methodology189

In this section, we first define the problem of do-190

main adaptive learning for TST. Then we describe191

our approach, DAML-ATM, in detail.192

3.1 Task Definition193

Let DS = {D1, ..., DN} be N source domains194

in the training phase, where Dn(1 ≤ n ≤ N) is195

the n-th source domain containing style-labelled196

non-parallel data Dn = {(Xi, li)}Lni=1, where Ln is197

the total number of sentences, Xi denotes the ith198

source sentence, and li denotes the corresponding199

style label, which belongs to a source style label200

set: li ∈ LS (e.g., positive/negative). Likewise,201

there are K target domains DT = {D1, ..., DK}202

which are unseen in DS . Our task is to transfer203

a sentence Xi with style li in the target domain204

to another sentence Y
′
i sharing the same content205

while having a different style l̃i from li and domain-206

specific characteristics of the target domain.207

We propose a two-stage algorithm for domain208

adaptation in TST: pre-training learning strategy209

and domain adaptive meta-learning strategy. In210

pre-training learning, our objective is to make the211

model more able to preserve content information212

and distinguish between different text styles. In213

domain adaptive meta-learning, our objective is to214

learn a meta-knowledge learner for the sequence-215

to-sequence model by leveraging sufficient source216

data Ds. Given a new unseen domain from Dnew,217

the new learning task of TST can be solved by fine-218

tuning the learned sequence-to-sequence model219

(domain-invariant parameters) with only a small220

number of training samples.221

3.2 DAML-ATM Approach222

3.2.1 Overview of DAML223

Model-agnostic meta-learning can utilize a few224

training samples to train a model with good gen-225

eralization ability. However, since it is based on226

the assumption that the meta tasks are from the227

same distribution (Figure 1, left), simply feeding228

all the sources data into it might get sub-optimal re-229

sults (Chen and Zhu, 2020). Therefore, we propose230

Figure 1: Comparison of meta-learning and domain
adaptive meta transfer learning (DAML). In DAML,
each meta task contains n sentences from the same do-
main. In MAML, the data in each meta task come from
different domains.

a modified way to construct meta tasks (Figure 1, 231

right). Different from MAML, for DAML, in one 232

batch, the data in each meta task comes from the 233

same source domain, and each meta task comes 234

from a different domain. In this way, we can guar- 235

antee that DAML can learn generic representations 236

from different domains in a balanced way. Dur- 237

ing each iteration, we randomly split all source 238

domains into a meta-training set Dtr and a meta- 239

validation set Dval, where DS = Dtr ∪Dval and 240

Dtr∩Dval = ∅. A meta-training task Ti is sampled 241

from Dtr and is composed of n instances from a 242

specific domain. Likewise, a meta-validation task 243

Tj is sampled from Dval. The validation errors 244

on Dval should be considered to improve the ro- 245

bustness of the model. In short, with DAML, the 246

parameters learned by the model in the parameter 247

space are not biassed towards any one particular do- 248

main s with as little data as possible during model 249

updating as shown in Figure 1(right). 250

In the final evaluation phase, the meta- 251

knowledge learned by the sequence-to-sequence 252

model can be applied to new domains. Given a 253

new unseen domainDnew = (Ttr, Tte), the learned 254

sequence-to-sequence model and the discriminator 255

are fine-tuned on Ttr and finally tested on Tte. 256

3.2.2 ATM Model 257

In this section, we give a brief introduction to our 258

proposed model: ATM, which combines sequence- 259

to-sequence pre-trained model with adversarial 260

training. (1) For the content preservation, we train 261

the sequence-to-sequence model θ to reconstruct 262

the original input sentenceX with the original style 263

label l. (2) For the style controlling, we train a 264

discriminator network γ to assist the sequence-to- 265

sequence model network in better controlling the 266
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Figure 2: The basic structure of our TST model, ATM,
with the first stage training procedure. The green
dashed line represents the loss of style classification to
ensure that the style classifier can distinguish between
different text styles. The black dotted line rerents text
reconstruction loss to ensure the generated sentence has
a similar semantic meaning as the input sentence.

style of the generated sentence. The structure of267

the model is shown in Figure 2.268

S2S-model To ease the explanation, we start269

with the sequence-to-sequence (S2S) model270

here. Explicitly, for an input sentence X =271

(x1, x2, ..., xn) of length n, X ∈ D, the272

S2S encoder Enc(X; θE) maps inputs to a273

sequence of continuous hidden representations274

H = (h1, h2, ..., hn). Then, the S2S decoder275

Dec(H; θD) estimates the conditional probability276

for the output sentence Y = (y1, y2, ..., yn) by277

auto-regressively factorized its as:278

pθ(Y |X) =
n∏
t=1

pθ(yt|H, y1, ..., yt−1) (1)279

At each time step t, the probability of the next token280

is computed by a softmax classifier:281

pθ(yt|H, y1, ...., yt−1)) = softmax(ot) (2)282

where ot is logit vector outputted by decoder net-283

work. The standard S2S model without discrimina-284

tor makes the output sequence Y the same as the285

input sequence X .286

Discriminator Model By teacher forcing, S2S287

tends to ignore the style labels and collapses to a288

reconstruction model, which might copy the input289

sentence, hence failing to transfer the style. There-290

fore, to make the model learn meaningful style291

information, we apply a style discriminator γ for292

the style regularization. In summary, we use a style293

discriminator to provide the direction (gradient) for294

TST to conform to the target style. Our discrim-295

inator is a multi-layer perceptron with a sigmoid296

Algorithm 1 ATM Pre-traing Learning
Input: sequence-to-sequence model fθ ,discriminator γ,and a
dataset Di with style li belong to Ls
Output: well-trained parameter θ, γ
1: Sample a batch of m sentences X1, X2, ...Xm from Di.
2: while in first stage and not convergence do
3: Use fθ to generate new sentence
4: Yi = fθ(Xi, li)
5: Compute Lcls(γ) for Yi by Eq. (4) ;
6: Compute Lrec(θ) for Yi by Eq. (3) ;

activation function to predict style labels or guide 297

the direction of style transfer. Our model train- 298

ing involves a pre-training learning strategy and a 299

domain adaptive meta-learning strategy. 300

3.2.3 First Stage: Pre-training Learning 301

In the first stage, we train the discriminator model 302

to distinguish different text styles. In this stage, 303

the discriminator models are equivalent to a text 304

classifier. Inspired by (Lewis et al., 2019), we 305

feed the hidden states from the last layer of the 306

decoder into the classifier instead of the gumble- 307

softmax trick (Jang et al., 2017) for gradient back- 308

propagation, which is more stable and better than 309

gumble-softmax(See Table 5). The loss function 310

for the discriminator is simply the cross-entropy 311

loss of the classification problem: 312

Lcls(γ) = − E
Xi∼DS

[logP (li|Xi, li; θ, γ)] (3) 313

For the S2S model, we pre-train the S2S model 314

to allow the generation model to learn to copy an 315

input sentence X using teacher forcing. The loss 316

function of the sequence-to-sequence model min- 317

imizes the negative log-likelihood of the training 318

data: 319

Lrec(θ) = − E
Xi∼DS

[logP (Yi|Xi; θ)] (4) 320

In summary, we train the sequence model and the 321

style classification model separately on the source 322

domain to learn content preservation and style dis- 323

crimination in the first stage. The first stage train- 324

ing procedure of the ATM is summarized in Algo- 325

rithm 1. 326

3.2.4 Second Stage: Domain Adaptive Meta 327

Learning with Adversarial Training 328

After the first stage of training, the style classifier 329

has learned how to distinguish between different 330

text styles. For style controlling, we adopt a method 331
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Figure 3: Overview of our proposed DAML-ATM with
second stage training strategy. In the meta-training
phase, a temporary model (θold, θnew) is learned from
Dtr. In the meta-validation phase, the base model is
updated by gradient descent with respect to the parame-
ters θ onDval. In the final evaluation phase, the learned
sequence encoder is fine-tuned on Ttr and tested on Tte
from a unseen domain Dnew.

of adversarial training to avoid disentangling the332

content and style in the latent space. The discrim-333

inator model aims to minimize the negative log-334

likelihood of opposite style l̃i when feeding to the335

sequence model sentence Xi with the style label336

li. In the second stage, we freeze the parameters of337

the discriminator. Therefore, style loss only works338

on the S2S model θ, which forces the S2S model θ339

to generate opposite styles of sentences:340

Lstyle(θ) = − E
Xi∼D

[logP (l̃i|Xi, li; θ, γ)] (5)341

In the second stage, we use the DAML algorithm342

for domain adaptive TST, so the text reconstruction343

loss and the style discriminator loss are calculated344

over the meta-training samples in task Ti from Dtr.345

These two losses can be written as346

LrecTi (θ) = − E
Xi∼Ti

[logP (Yi|Xi; θ)]

LstyleTi
(θ) = − E

Xi∼Ti
[logP (l̃i|Xi, li; θ, γ))

(6)347

We add different prefixes to the input in the sec-348

ond stage, which allows the S2S model to perceive349

different TST tasks. The second stage of the al-350

gorithm is called domain adaptive meta-strategy,351

which consists of two core phases: a meta-training352

phase and a meta-validation phase, as shown in353

Figure 3.354

Domain Adaptive Meta-Training. 355

In the meta-training phase, our objective is to 356

learn different domain-specific temporary models 357

for each domain that are capable of learning the 358

general knowledge of each domain. Inspired by 359

feature-critic networks (Li et al., 2019b), we use 360

a similar manner to adapt the parameters of the 361

domain-specific temporary model: 362

θoldi = θi−1 − α∇θi−1LrecTi (θi−1, γi−1)

θnewi = θoldi−1 − α∇θi−1LstyleTi
(θi−1, γi−1)

(7) 363

where i is the adaptation step in the inner loop, 364

and α is the learning rate of the internal optimiza- 365

tion. At each adaptation step, the gradients are 366

calculated with respect to the parameters from the 367

previous step. For each domain of Dtr, it has dif- 368

ferent θold and θnew . The base model parameters 369

θ0 should not be changed in the inner loop. 370

Algorithm 2 The training procedure of DAML-
ATM
Input: D = {D1, ...,DK}, α, β
Output: optimal meta-learned model θ
1: Initialize the base sequence-to-sequence model θ and dis-

criminator model γ by algorithm 1
2: while not converge do
3: Randomly splitD = Dtr∪Dval andDtr∩Dval = ∅
4: Meta-training:
5: for j in meta batches do //Outer loop
6: Sample a task Tj from Dval
7: for i in adaptation steps do //Inner loop
8: Sample a task Ti from Dtr
9: Compute meta-training rec loss LrecTi

10: Compute meta-training style loss LstyleTj

11: Compute adapted parameters with gradient
descent for θi−1

12: θoldi = θi−1 − α∇θi−1LtrTi
(θi−1, γi−1)

13: θnewi = θoldi−1 − α∇θi−1LstyleTi
(θi−1, γi−1)

14: Meta-validation:
15: Compute meta-validation loss on Tj : LvalTj

16: Meta-optimization:
17: Perform gradient step w.r.t. θ
18: θ0 = θ0 − β∇θ0ETjLvalTj

(θoldi , θnewi , γ)

Domain Adaptive Meta-Validation 371

After meta-training phase, DAML-ATM has al- 372

ready learned a temporary model(θoldi , θnewi ) in the 373

meta-training domains Dtr. The meta-validation 374

phase tries to minimize the distribution divergence 375

between the source domains Dtr and simulated 376

target domains Dval using the learned temporary 377

model. In the meta-validation phase, each tem- 378

porary model is calculated on the meta-validation 379

domain Dval to get meta validation losses. 380

LvalTj = LrecTj (θoldi , γ0) + LstyleTj
(θnewi , γ0) (8) 381
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Thus, the base model θ is updated by gradient de-382

scent383

θ0 = θ0 − β∇θ0LvalTj (9)384

where β is the meta-learning rate. Unlike the ordi-385

nary gradient descent process, the update mecha-386

nism of Eq. (9) involves updating one gradient by387

another gradient (w.r.t. the parameters of the tempo-388

rary model). This process requires a second-order389

optimization partial derivative.390

3.2.5 Final Evaluation Phase of DAML-ATM391

In the final evaluation phase, we first initialize the392

model with the parameters learned during the above393

algorithm 2. Then, the model takes input as a new394

adaptation task T , which consists of a small in-395

domain data Str for fine-tuning the model and a test396

set Ste for testing. The procedure is summarized397

in Algorithm 3. (Note that the discriminator is not398

needed for inference.)399

Algorithm 3 The Final Evaluation Procedure of
DAML-ATM
Input: θ, γ learned from Algorithm 2, low resource training
set Str and test set Ste of an unseen domain Dnew
Output: Performance on Ste
1: while not convergence do
2: Serialize a task Ttr from the unseen domain Str
3: Update θ = θ − β∇θ

∑
Ttr

(LrecTtr
(θ) + LstyleTtr

(θ))

4: return optimal θ∗ for Ste
5: Style accuracy, bleu, domain accuracy = fTte(θ)

Dataset Domain Train Dev Test Human Reference

Yelp Restaurant 444k 4k 1k 1k

Amazon Product 554k 2k 1k 1k

IMDB Movie 341k 2k 1k No

Yahoo! Q & A 5k 1k 1k No

Table 1: Statistics of source and target datasets(non-
parallel data). The style label set is {negative, posi-
tive}.

4 Experiment400

In this section, we first detail the experimental se-401

tups. Then, we present our experimental results402

over multiple target domains.403

4.1 Datasets and Experimental Setups404

In this experiment, we use the following four405

datasets from different domains: (i) IMDB movie406

review corpus (Diao et al., 2014). (ii) Yelp restau-407

rant review dataset (Li et al., 2018). (iii) Ama-408

zon product review dataset (Li et al., 2018). (iv)409

YAHOO! Answers dataset (Li et al., 2019a), the 410

amazon and yelp test sets each have 1k human 411

annotations.The statistics of these corpora are sum- 412

marized in Table 1. 413

For the S2S model, we take the T5 base 414

model (Raffel et al., 2019) (220MB) for our experi- 415

ments. For style discriminator, we use 4-layer fully 416

connected neural networks. We train our frame- 417

work using the Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 418

2014)with the initial learning rate 1e-5. The epoch 419

is set to 50 for both stage 1 and stage 2. The inner 420

learning rate α is 0.0001, and the outer learning 421

rate β is 0.001. Following (Shankar et al., 2018; Li 422

et al., 2020), we use the leave-one-out evaluation 423

method by picking a domain as the target domain 424

Dnew for the final evaluation. For each iteration 425

of the training phase, two source domains are ran- 426

domly selected as the meta-training domain Dtr 427

and the remaining domains as the meta-validation 428

domain Dval. 429

In order to evaluate the model performance, we 430

use three famous and widely adopted automatic 431

metrics following previous work (Li et al., 2019a; 432

Fu et al., 2017; Hu et al., 2017a) and a human 433

metric. BLEU verifies whether the generated sen- 434

tences retain the original content (Papineni et al., 435

2002). While IMDB and Amazon have no manual 436

references, we compute the BLEU scores w.r.t the 437

input sentences. Style Control (S-Acc) measures 438

the style accuracy of the transferred sentences with 439

a style classifier that is pre-trained on the datasets. 440

Domain Control (D-Acc) verifies whether the 441

generated sentences have the characteristics of 442

the target domain with a pre-trained domain 443

classifier to measure the percentage of generated 444

sentences belonging to the target domain. Human 445

Evaluation Following (Madotto et al., 2019), We 446

randomly sampled 100 sentences generated on the 447

target domain and distributed a questionnaire at 448

Amazon Mechanical Turk asking each worker to 449

rank the content retention (0 to 5), style transfer(0 450

to 5 ) and fluency(0 to 5): human score = 451

Average(
∑
scorestyle +

∑
scorecontent + 452∑

scorefluency), human score ∈ [0, 100] . Five 453

workers were recruited for human evaluation. 454

The results of the other metrics are shown in the 455

appendix. 456

4.2 Baselines 457

In our experiments, for ATM model, we adopt 458

five state-of-the-art TST models for comparison: 459
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Restaurant(1% target domain data) Restaurant(100% target domain data)

Model/Training method S-Acc BLEU G-score Human D-Acc S-Acc BLEU G-score Human D-Acc

CrossAlign 78.4 4.5 18.7 14.6 76.8 88.3 5.6 22.2 70.3 83.5
ControlGen 80.1 6.7 23.2 15.4 80.4 90.6 25.5 22.5 78.9 87.9

FGIM 83.1 4.6 19.6 16.4 82.0 90.4 24.6 48.6 69.4 85.2
DAST 88.3 17.5 39.3 19.5 90.5 91.2 26.5 49.2 79.4 92.6
CatGen 85.4 18.5 39.7 29.4 80.5 88.4 27.9 49.7 65.7 86.0

ATM(ours) 89.6 20.1 42.4 30.1 89.2 93.3 30.3 53.2 85.2 93.4
In-Domain 87.4 9.7 29.1 16.4 87.3 94.5 20.4 43.9 78.4 93.6

Joint-Training 82.3 8.4 26.2 18.7 84.6 85.4 21.6 42.9 73.6 93.4
Fine-Tuning 65.2 2.8 13.5 12.6 79.8 92.8 24.2 47.3 73.7 93.7

D-Shift 79.3 10.4 28.7 15.4 79.8 91.2 23.4 46.1 73.7 93.7
MAML 88.2 18.6 40.5 24.8 74.5 90.4 20.1 42.6 70.4 92.1

DAML(ours) 90.0 21.4 43.8 25.1 89.9 96.7 32.1 55.7 80.2 94.7

DAML-ATM(ours) 94.5 25.4 48.9 34.2 92.9 97.8 35.5 58.9 83.1 96.4

Table 2: Evaluation results on restaurant domain(Yelp). The restaurant domain is used as the target domain and
the other three domains as the source domain. G-score is the geometric mean of S-Acc and BLEU.

Yelp(negative-to-positive) Yelp(positive-to-negative)
Input there chips are ok , but their salsa is really bland. love their food and their passion.

Joint-Training there are good , but their food is really good, . laughable their food and bad food.
Fine-Tuning there chips act very well. their food is hard to use.

D-Shift there are usually dramatic exhibits. my husband and toilet smelled.
MAML there chips are bad,but there salsa is really good. hate their food and their passion

DAML-ATM(ours) there chips are surprised, and their salsa is really nice. hard to swallow food and serious discrespect.

Table 3: Transferred sentences on Yelp(few shot), where red denotes successful style transfers, blue denotes content
losses, violet denotes domain errors and green denotes grammar errors, better looked in color. More examples are
in the appendix.

Movie In-Domain Fine-Tuning D-Shift MAML DAML

S-Acc 70.4 59.3 74.4 79.8 81.5

BLEU 23.1 25.4 27.4 26.9 31.2

D-Acc 87.3 75.2 72.2 74.5 92.3

Product In-Domain Fine-Tuning D-Shift MAML DAML

S-Acc 84.1 80.2 83.5 84.6 87.0

BLEU 14.0 14.5 17.8 18.1 19.9

D-Acc 80.5 75.4 73.5 79.4 84.1

Q & A In-Domain Fine-Tuning D-Shift MAML DAML

S-Acc 94.1 90.1 92.1 89.6 95.5

BLEU 12.8 13.7 14.5 18.7 20.5

D-Acc 80.6 70.0 72.5 76.5 86.7

Table 4: Results on each of the remaining domains
treated as target domain,every target domains using 1%
data for fine-tuning, base model is AMT.

CrossAlign (Shen et al., 2017), ControlGen (Hu460

et al., 2017a), DAST (Li et al., 2019a), Cat-461

Gen (Wang et al., 2020a) and FGIM (Wang et al.,462

2019). They are jointly trained on the source do-463

mains and fine-tuned on the target domain.464

To well analyze our training method DAML, fol-465

lowing (Li et al., 2020), we also use five simple466

and effective domain adaptation settings with Con-467

trolGen (Hu et al., 2017a) structure as DAML: (1)468

In-Domain method is trained on the training set469

of the target domain; (2) Joint-Training method470

combines all the training sets of the source and471

target domains and performs a joint-training on 472

these datasets; (3) Fine-Tuning method is trained 473

on the training sets of the source domains and then 474

fine-tuned on the training set of the target domain; 475

(4) D-Shift This is trained on the combination of 476

training sets from all source domains. Then, the 477

evaluation is conducted on the test set of a tar- 478

get domain using the direct domain shift strategy; 479

(5) MAML method uses classical model agnostic 480

meta-learning algorithm (Finn et al., 2017). 481

Figure 4: The system performance on amazon im-
proves when the size of the target data increases. Even
the one-shot learning achieves decent performance.

4.3 Results and Analysis 482

For DAML-ATM, we first choose restaurant as the 483

target domain and the other three as the source do- 484

mains for observation. Table 2 reports the results 485
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Figure 5: The t-sne plots of source domain sen-
tences and generated target domain sentence in differ-
ent DAML training epochs. The labels 0 and 1 rep-
resent the source domain sentence embedding and the
generated target domain sentence embedding.

of different methods and models under both the486

full-data and few-shot settings. From this table,487

we can see that DAML-ATM outperforms all base-488

lines in terms of S-Acc, BLEU, D-Acc and human489

evaluation. We attribute this to the fact that DAML-490

ATM explicitly simulates the domain shift during491

training via DAML, which helps adapt to the new492

target domain. We can also see that in the case493

of a few-shot setting, the results of Fine-tuning494

and Joint training are even worse than In-domain495

and DAML. The reason may be that the data size496

of the source domain is much larger than the tar-497

get domain so that the model tends to remember498

the characteristics of the source domain. MAML499

achieves good performance in most metrics. How-500

ever, it does not balance meta-tasks across different501

source domains, performing poorly on D-acc.502

Further, to verify the robustness of our method503

under the low-resource setting, we separately select504

the other three domains as the target domain. As505

shown in Table 4, our approach has achieved good506

performance on different target domains.507

We also provide some examples in Table 3. From508

the example, we can see intuitively that D-shift509

and Fine-tuning will lead to the misuse of domain-510

specific words due to lack of target domain infor-511

mation. In addition, compared with Joint-training,512

the sentences generated by DAML-ATM are more513

consistent with the human reference. Compared to514

MAML, DAML generates sentences that are more515

diverse and vivid due to the more balanced absorp-516

tion of information from multiple domains. Fig- 517

ure 4 shows the system performance positively cor- 518

relates with the amount of training data available in 519

the target domain. To visualize how well DAML- 520

ATM performs on the new unseen domain, we use 521

t-SNE (Van der Maaten and Hinton, 2008) plots to 522

analyze the degree of separation between the source 523

domain sentences and the generated target domain 524

sentences. Figure 5 shows that as the training epoch 525

increases, the sentences generated by DAML-ATM 526

in the target domain are completely separated from 527

the source domain in the latent space. 528

4.4 Ablation Study 529

To study the impact of different components on 530

the overall performance, we further did an ablation 531

study for our model, and the results are shown in 532

Table 5. After we disabled the reconstruction loss, 533

our model failed to learn meaningful outputs and 534

only learned to generate a word for any combina- 535

tion of input sentences and styles. Then, when the 536

discriminator loss is not used, the model degrades 537

rapidly, simply copying the original sentence with- 538

out any style modification. After not using the 539

pre-training language model weights, the model’s 540

performance is reduced in the metric of content 541

preservation. When using gumble-softmax instead 542

of hidden states for gradient descent, the model 543

performs poorly in style accuracy because of the 544

instability of gumble-softmax. In summary, each 545

factor plays an essential role in the DAML-ATM 546

training stage.

Model S-Acc BLEU D-Acc

DAML-ATM 94.5 25.4 92.9

w/o reconstruction loss 50.0 0 50.0
w/o discriminator loss 2.1 21.6 92.4

w/o language model weights 87.4 17.3 90.3
w/ gumble-softmax 85.6 18.3 91.0

Table 5: Model ablation study results on Yelp dataset.
The size of adaptation training data is 1 %.

547

5 Conclusion 548

In this paper, we propose DAML-ATM, a novel 549

training strategy combined with a new TST model 550

for domain adaptation, which can be easily adapted 551

to new domains with few shot data. On four pop- 552

ular TST benchmarks, we found significant im- 553

provements against multiple baselines, verifying 554

the effectiveness of our method. We explore ex- 555

tending this approach for other low resource NLP 556

tasks in future work. 557
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A Appendix 741

A.1 More Details on Experiment Setups 742

Our model is initialized from T5 and Bart (Liu 743

et al., 2020; Raffel et al., 2019). Specifically, the 744

encoder and decoder are all 12-layer transformers 745

with 16 attention heads, hidden size 1,024 and feed- 746

forward filter size 4,096, which amounts to 406M 747

trainable parameters. We train our framework using 748

the Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014)with 749

the initial learning rate 1e-5, and we employ a lin- 750

ear schedule for the learning rate, all models are 751

trained on 8 RTX 3090 GPUs. 752

A.2 Details on Human Evaluation 753

For the results generated by each method, follow- 754

ing (Krishna et al., 2020), we randomly selected 755

100 sentences to be placed in the Amazon Mechan- 756

ical Turk1 questionnaire. We pay our workers 5 757

cents per sentence. As shown in Figure 6, the ques- 758

tionnaire asked to judge the generated sentences on 759

three dimensions: strength of style transfer, degree 760

of content retention, and text fluency. To minimize 761

the impact of spamming, we require each worker 762

to be a native English speaker with a 95% or higher 763

approval rate and a minimum of 1,000 hits. 764

1https://www.mturk.com/
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Figure 6: Human evaluation questionnaire. We randomly sampled 100 sentences generated on the target domain
and distributed a questionnaire at Amazon Mechanical Turk asking each worker to rank the content retention (0 to
5), style transfer(0 to 5 ), and fluency(0 to 5).

A.3 More Ablation Study and Metrics765

To verify that the general S2S models work well766

with our algorithm, we use bart (Lewis et al., 2019)767

as the S2S base model. For the robustness of the768

experiment, we add a new metric J-(a,c,f) (Krishna769

et al., 2020) to measure our results, which is a770

sentence-level aggregation strategy evaluate style771

transfer models.

Domain S-Acc BLEU G-score D-Acc J-(a,c,f)

Restaurant(T5-base) 94.5 25.4 48.9 89.2 46.4
Restaurant(Bart-base) 94.7 24.1 47.8 88.4 40.2
Movie(T5-base) 81.5 31.2 50.4 92.3 42.8
Movie(Bart-base) 84.5 34.7 54.1 90.1 43.5
Product(T5-base) 87.0 19.9 41.6 84.1 34.5
Product(Bart-base) 84.3 20.4 41.4 86.4 34.7
Q & A(T5-base) 95.5 20.5 44.25 86.7 39.5
Q & A(Bart-Base) 92.5 17.7 40.46 79.8 34.1

Table 6: Results on each of the remaining domains
treated as target domain, every target domain using 1%
data for fine-tuning, base models are BART and T5.

772

As can be seen from Table 6, our approach can be773

combined with other general pre-trained language774

models and performs well, proving our method’s775

generality. Furthermore, as we can visually see776

from Table 7, our model also performs well on777

the J-(a,c,f) metric, which indicates that our model778

generates sentences in a specific style while having779

the right target style, preserving content, and being780

fluent.781

A.4 Shakespeare Style Generation782

To demonstrate the robustness of our algorithm,783

we trained our algorithm on the Shakespeare784

dataset (Xu et al., 2012). We choose three of these785

plays, Hamlet, Macbeth, and Othello, as different786

domains. The results are shown in Table 8 and787

Restaurant(1% target domain data) Restaurant(100% target domain data)

Model/Training Method J-(a,c,f) J-(a,c,f)

CrossAlign 18.4 22.9
ControlGen 19.2 24.5

FGIM 25.6 28.7
DAST 24.5 32.3

Cat-Gen 20.3 31.2
ATM(ours) 30.4 39.5

In-Domain 32.5 35.2
Joint-Training 32.3 35.4
Fine-Tuning 28.2 37.8

D-Shift 25.5 34.1
MAML 38.8 44.1

DAML(ours) 44.8 47.6

DAML-ATM(ours) 46.4 50.8

Table 7: Evaluation results on restaurant domain(Yelp).
The restaurant domain is used as the target domain and
the other three domains as the source domain. G-score
is the geometric mean of S-Acc and BLEU.The evalua-
tion metrics is J-(a,c,f)

Table 11. 788

As shown in Table 8, our approach achieves good 789

results on the more difficult Shakespearean style 790

transfer, which indicates that our algorithm gener- 791

alizes nicely to other complex style transfer tasks. 792

A.5 More Generation Examples 793

To demonstrate more examples of generation to 794

verify the effectiveness of the model, we selected 795

10 generated sentences from amazon and yelp each, 796

as shown in Table 9 and Table 10. 797
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Othello In-Domain Fine-Tuning D-Shift MAML DAML

S-Acc 82.4 64.4 85.4 75.8 85.3

BLEU 25.4 27.6 29.7 28.6 33.6

D-Acc 84.3 73.2 69.3 72.5 90.1

J-(a,c,f) 25.8 29.2 24.2 28.5 30.3

Hamlet In-Domain Fine-Tuning D-Shift MAML DAML

S-Acc 80.4 81.5 79.4 78.4 82.3

BLEU 21.0 18.7 14.2 16.5 22.1

D-Acc 77.4 74.2 76.5 71.2 80.1

J-(a,c,f) 23.0 21.2 23.2 22.1 24.5

Macbeth In-Domain Fine-Tuning D-Shift MAML DAML

S-Acc 92.1 93.4 93.0 88.4 95.5

BLEU 24.5 21.0 24.4 23.7 26.8

D-Acc 72.6 65.0 77.5 73.5 79.7

J-(a,c,f) 30.4 32.1 28.5 32.5 34.6

Table 8: Results of Shakespeare-style generation. We
choose one as the target domain and the others as the
source domain, every target domain uses 1% data for
fine-tuning, and the base model is ATM.
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Amazon (negative-to-positive) or (positive-to-negative)
Input anker, don’t like it.
DAML-ATM anker is a great product, i like it.
Human Ref. anker is a fine product though i d never heard of it.
Input but the back side looks terrible as well.
DAML-ATM but the back side looks great as well.
Human Ref. but the back side looks nice as well .
Input the hot dogs come out bad
DAML-ATM the hot dogs come out great.
Human Ref. we often cook sausages , hot dogs and hamburgers in it as well .
Input i will buy hamilton beach products again .
DAML-ATM i will not buy hamilton beach products again.
Human Ref. i will never buy hamilton beach products again .
Input synching is not too hard , with no passwords or codes required
DAML-ATM synching is easy, with no passwords or codes required.
Human Ref. synching is simple , with no passwords or codes required .
Input they were flimsy
DAML-ATM they were a bit flimsy, but they were ok.
Human Ref. was concerned for the price that these measuring cups would be flimsy .
Input it does not move much air.
DAML-ATM it moves air very fast.
Human Ref. it moves plenty of air , oscillating between two rooms .
Input very ugly unit, hard to assemble and difficult to operate.
DAML-ATM very nice unit, easy to assemble and operate.
Human Ref. very nice unit , easy to assemble and operate .
Input i would recommend this money case
DAML-ATM i would not recommend this money case to anyone.
Human Ref. i would never recommend this terrible waste of money case.
Input And this is not what you would need.
DAML-ATM and this is what you would need.
Human Ref. and that would be what you would need .

Table 9: More Transferred sentences on Amazon(few shot setting).

Yelp (negative-to-positive) or (positive-to-negative)
Input Ever since joes has changed hands it’s gotten better and better.
DAML-ATM ever since joes has changed hands it’s gotten worse and worse.
Human Ref. ever since joes has changed hands it ’s just gotten worse and worse .
Input There is so much room in that part of the venue
DAML-ATM there is not enough room in that part of the venue.
Human Ref. there is definitely not enough room in that part of the venue .
Input It didn’t taste watered down at all.
DAML-ATM it tasted watered down.
Human Ref. so basically tasted watered down .
Input This pharmacy is really considerate.
DAML-ATM this pharmacy is really a shithole.
Human Ref. i ca n’t believe how inconsiderate this pharmacy is .
Input definitely not disappointed that i could use my birthday gift !
DAML-ATM definitely disappointed that i could not use my birthday gift!
Human Ref. definitely disappointed that i could not use my birthday gift !
Input but it probably doesn’t suck too !
DAML-ATM but it probably does suck too!
Human Ref. but it probably sucks too !
Input the service was quick and responsive
DAML-ATM the service was slow and not responsive.
Human Ref. we sit down and we got some really slow and lazy service .
Input they said we could sit at the table with no hesitation
DAML-ATM they said we could not sit at the table.
Human Ref. said we could n’t sit at the table if we were n’t ordering dinner .
Input the wine was above average and the food was even better
DAML-ATM the wine was average and the food was even wore.
Human Ref. the wine was very average and the food was even less .
Input i would not visit this place again
DAML-ATM i would definitely visit this place again.
Human Ref. one of my favorite chinese place to eat !

Table 10: More Transferred sentences on Yelp(few shot setting).
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Shakespeare (Modern-to-Shakespeare)
Input How are you , my golden girl ?
DAML-ATM How now, my golden girl?
Human Ref. How now , my metal of India ?
Input Goodbye .
DAML-ATM Farewell.
Human Ref. Farewell .
Input Sir Toby , I’ve got to be frank with you .
DAML-ATM Sir Toby, I must be frank with you.
Human Ref. Sir Toby , I must be round with you .

Input Well , I can not tell how my difficult life has weathered my face ,
but I will never let those difficulties subdue my courage .

DAML-ATM Well, I can not tell how my fortune hath weathered my face,
but I will never let those fortunes subdue my valor.

Human Ref. Well, I know not What counts harsh Fortune casts upon my face,
But in my bosom shall she never come to make my heart her vassal.

Input No , Pompey , I haven’t had anything to drink .
DAML-ATM No, Pompey, I have nothing to drink.
Human Ref. No , Pompey , I have kept me from the cup .
Input Tell me , good grandmother , is our father dead ?
DAML-ATM Tell us, good grandam, is our father dead?
Human Ref. Good grandam , tell us , is our father dead ?
Input Tell us when you wish to get married , and may God give you joy .
DAML-ATM Tell us when you shall marry, and God give thee joy.
Human Ref. Name the day of marriage , and God give thee joy .
Input Oh , yes , I’m sorry , uncle. , If you’ll excuse me , your grace .
DAML-ATM I cry you mercy , uncle. By your Grace’s pardon .
Human Ref. I cry you mercy , uncle. , By your Grace’s pardon .
Input Come inside with me , and I will tell you my plan .
DAML-ATM Come in with me, and I will tell you my course.
Human Ref. Go in with me , and I will tell you my drift .
Input He’ll bring a lot of money to the person who owns him , that’s for sure .
DAML-ATM He shall bring a great sum to the man that owns him, and that’s certain.
Human Ref. He shall pay for him that hath him , and that soundly .

Table 11: More Transferred sentences on Shakespeare(few shot setting).
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